
cleaner safer beauty



WHAT IS 
cleaner safer beauty?

NO formaldehyde 
Classified as a known carcinogen, formaldehyde is often used as a preservative, nail hardener and strengthener in 
conventional polishes. 

NO toluene 
Included in some polishes as a solvent to smooth application, is has been linked to impaired human reproduction and 
development, impaired breathing, being harmful to the nervous system and nausea. 

NO dibutyl phthalate (DBT) 
Shown to affect the reproductive system and linked to cancer, DBP has been used as plasticizer and solvent to increase 
wear. 

NO formaldehyde resin 
A derivative of formaldehyde, formaldehyde resin is often used as a hardener and in large doses can be a skin allergen. 

NO camphor 
Added to some polishes for high-shine, camphor can cause allergic reactions in large doses, cause irritation, dizziness, 
nausea, and headaches. 

NO triphenyl phosphate (TPHP) 
Also known as TPP, research suggests it causes changes in hormone regulation, metabolism, and reproductive systems. it 
has been used in polish as a plasticizer which makes the polish flexible yet durable. 

NO xylene 
Used by some brands to help polish from getting gloppy, xylene is also a known allergen and a possible carcinogen. 

NO ethyl tosylamide/epoxy resin 
This ingredient has antibiotic properties which raises concern over antibiotic resistance. it can be used as a plasticizer to 
help polishes dry faster. 

NO parabens 
Used as preservatives, parabens get a bad rep for having estrogen-mimicking effects which may trigger hormonal problems. 

NO gluten 
Hydrolyzed wheat protein, while considered nontoxic by some, does pose potentially serious issues for those who are gluten 
intolerant. used to help moisturize soft, brittle nails, it presents an allergy concern. 

All of côte’s polishes and treatments are free of the major toxins often associated with nail polish.
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DISCOVER 
our story

Mary Lennon and Leah Yari are building a beauty empire one toxin free, 

chip resistant, custom created polish at a time. No longer satisfied with run 

of the mill nail salons that smelled of chemicals and were filled with toxic 

polishes, Mary and Leah sprung into action. Côte was born.  

Mary and Leah forced an otherwise dirty nail care industry to clean up its 

act. True game-changers, this power duo went from cosmetic outsiders to 

standing toe-to-toe with top chemists challenging the norm and 

demanding cleaner, safer formulas. Mary became the authority on safer 

ingredients and cleaner formulas, while Leah took the reigns as the creative 

director developing timeless, chic, always in fashion colors that adorn the 

line.  

Côte’s polishes and treatments are created free of the major toxins and 

allergens that are often associated with nail care. Côte is committed to 

bringing to market advanced treatments and beautiful colors that will have 

a home on any vanity. Leah & Mary
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WHERE WE ARE 
locations and partners

We are expanding from our west coast roots and making waves on the east coast with 

our newest location in New York. 

LOCATIONS: 
• 11714 San Vicente Blvd, Los Angeles, California 90049 

• 100 E 13th Street, New York City, New York 10003 

PARTNERS: 
• GOOP 

• BEAUTYCOUNTER 

• BLUSHINGTON 

• FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS 

• W HOTELS

also available at select stores, salons, 
and spas nationwide. 
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OUR BRAND 
recent launches

Takeoff Towels - 8 packDesert Duo Sets (tangier)

Desert Duo Sets (Fes)Desert Duo Sets (Marrakech)

Traveler set - Nudes

Traveler set - Healing Crystal
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FRIENDS 
partnerships and collabs

Côte has been very selective in the friends we keep and partnerships we 

seek. With that said, we’ve been lucky enough to work with some 

incredible brands with much success from fashion houses to product 

collaborations - we’ve had fun! 
 
FASHION 

• STELLA McCARTNEY 

• PHILLIP LIM 

• JONATHAN SIMKHAI 

• LELA ROSE 

• EVERLANE 

BEAUTY/WELLNESS 
• GOOP 

• BEAUTYCOUNTER 

• BLUSHINGTON 

• ATELIER DORE 

• CALIFORNIA BABY 

• PROJECT BY EQUINOX 

• CHILLHOUSE 

• CARBON38 

• WANDERLUST CREAMERY 

STELLA McCARTNEY

GOOP
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PRESS 
people are talking
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DAY ONE // FRIDAY

5 p.m. Land at Port-
land International Air-
port and make note of
its oddly high-profile
teal carpet (know of
any other airport rugs
with a fervent Insta-
gram following?) be-
fore hopping on the
Metropolitan Area Ex-
press (MAX) train. It’s
a 40-minute ride into
the city to the cheap-
and-cheerful Society
Hotel, housed in a re-
cently reclaimed 1880s
lodging house (from
$135 a night for a pri-
vate room, thesociety-
hotel.com). For more
luxurious digs, ride the
MAX 10 minutes far-

ther to Sentinel Hotel,
an elegant mash-up of
two historic buildings
(from $185 a night,
sentinelhotel.com).

7 p.m. Dinner time. The
Portland Streetcar
loops around the busi-
est areas of the city on
both sides of the river.
Hop on a blue line train
(pay the $2 fare with
cash or pay through the
PDX Streetcar Mobile
app), grab a window
seat and ride across the
water to SE Grand Ave-
nue and Hawthorne
Boulevard. An 8-minute
walk east brings you to
Teote Areperia, where
a La Cena Carne platter
loaded with spicy,

saucy Latin-American
shredded meats, beans,
fried plantains and hot
buttered arepas awaits.
Dig in on the patio near
the fire pit (1615 SE
12th Ave.,
teotepdx.com).

9 p.m. All that feasting
calls for a little healthy
movement. Walk 10
minutes to Pips &
Bounce, a ping-pong
social club. Rent a table
for 30 minutes for $15,
and have yourself a vol-
ley while sipping a
“Pong-tail” or an Ore-
gon beer on tap. Friday
night is Cosmic Pong—
expect black lights (833
SE Belmont St., pip-
sandbounce.com).

DAY TWO // SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. Start your
Saturday with a jolt
to-go, practically de
rigueur in this caf-
feine-addicted city,
from Case Study
Coffee Roasters (802
SW 10th Ave., cas-
estudycoffee.com),
then wander south
through downtown for
about 15 minutes to
the Portland Farmers’
Market at Portland
State University, a
year-round destination
with over 140 vendors
at the height of the
summer season (port-
landfarmersmar-
ket.org/our-markets).
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BEFORE PORTLAND, ORE., established itself as a
hipster utopia and beleaguered punch line—a land
of vegan tattoos, fastidious food-truck chefs and
all things crafty and pickled—visitors were already
taken with its abundant natural attributes. The

Willamette River divides the city, forest trails wind throughout
it, and Mount Hood and the coast each sit just over an hour’s
drive away. A cleverly planned long weekend in Portland will
tap both aspects: sampling urban obsessiveness and the abun-
dant verdure of the Pacific Northwest.

On the city’s east side is the stuff of “Portlandia”—a cluster
of crafting collectives (Welding Basics, anyone?) and shops
selling everything from Feminine Divine Tea to taxidermied an-
telopes. On the tonier west side, you’ll find discerning bou-
tiques, stately watering holes, lush gardens and forested parks.
Don’t miss the riverfront and its 12 bridges, many of which are
pedestrian-friendly. In fact, much of the city ministers to pe-
destrians and cyclists, thanks to extensive public transit and
bike lanes, and an enduring small-town ethos. Stand at a cross-
walk and just try to wave a car past—you’ve initiated a stand-
off of politeness. Here’s our recommended three-day itinerary.

BY LUCY FELDMAN

Portland
Of Plenty
Oregon’s determinedly quirky city
makes for a boredom-free long

weekend—especially on two wheels

TAKE MONDAY OFF

[ INSIDE ]

HELLO,
YELLOW
Pastels for
men that

don’t skew
1982 D2

ON THE LAM IN VIETNAM
Flee the mobs at Ha Long Bay and
set sail in more serene environs D5

GARDEN LEVELS
How a designer literally elevated a

sunlight-challenged backyard space D8

MIND YOUR OWN BISCUITS
Breakfast baking with a twist

you’ll want to adopt D6

ON THE OREGON TRAIL Clockwise from upper left: Tony Tellin leads the tea-making process at Steven Smith Teamaker; bike-share riders pass by Powell’s, one of the country’s largest
bookstores; a ‘seafood tower’ at Headwaters restaurant at the historic Heathman hotel; the newly expanded Portland Japanese Garden at Washington Park.
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Get cracking on
the ‘urban

chickens’ craze
with these

prefab coops
D9

7 insider
wine bars where

sommeliers
spend their
nights off
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OUR REACH 
digital, social & print

Côte has invested heavily in digital and print media advertising. With an agile in-

house team of marketing experts and a dedicated PR team, côte has experienced 

phenomenal growth in all area of sales, site-traffic, social following and 

engagement, and print placements.  

PRINT MEDIA METRICS - as of may 2018 

• Published placements: 300+ 

• Circulation/consumer impressions: 400,000,000+ 

DIGITAL/SOCIAL METRICS - as of may 2018 

• Social and paid media reach: 800,000+ monthly

and growing…
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HARDWARE 
retail fixtures

Our in-store retail fixtures are constructed of durable 

materials and sized to meet counter and and display 

specifications for easy placement.  

• POS features can accommodate testers and retail units 

• Boutique fixture (grey) holds 24 pieces total 

• Large fixture (grey) holds 54 pieces total 

• Fixtures come with on-point messaging strips which easily 
slide into place on both units.

additional marketing and messaging 
available upon request and available 
seasonally. 
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Large POS Polish Set (18) 
Testers and 3 Retail units per color 

$565

no.1 no.2 no.6 no.10 no.13 no.17 no.25 no.27 no.32

no.39 no.41 no.49 no.66 no.71 no.87 no.92 no.101 no.111

no.1 no.10 no.13 no.32 no.39 no.41

Strengthening Base + Top Quick Dry Protective Base + Top Growth with Garlic Resurface & Repair Smoothing  Base

Small POS Polish Set (6) 
Testers and 6 Retail units per color 

$350

Small POS Treatment Set (6) 
Testers and 6 Retail units per treatment 

$405

POS Sets 
pre-set packages
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THE LIBRARY 
polish, treatment & products

Our product library has grown from our initial coral no.1 to 

over 120 shades ranging from sheer to metallic to nudes and 

everything in between. Browse our comprehensive collection 

of coastal inspired colors and products.  

• POLISH 

• TREATMENTS 

• PRODUCTS 

• SETS
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Featured in REAL SIMPLE

Côte's extensive color collection is comprised of over 120 shades and finishes, so there truly is something for everyone!

THE LIBRARY 
our polishes - $18 MSRP / $9 WSP / $7.20 PRO
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THE LIBRARY 
our polishes - $18 MSRP / $9 WSP / $7.20 PRO
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Côte's extensive color collection is comprised of over 120 shades and finishes, so there truly is something for everyone!

THE LIBRARY 
our polishes - $18 MSRP / $9 WSP / $7.20 PRO
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Côte's extensive color collection is comprised of over 120 shades and finishes, so there truly is something for everyone!

neon neon neon neon

THE LIBRARY 
our polishes - $18 MSRP / $9 WSP / $7.20 PRO
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TREATMENTS
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THE LIBRARY 
our treatments - $21 MSRP / $10.50 WSP  / PRO - $8.40

Featured in REAL SIMPLE

Côte’s performance-driven treatments each have a unique benefit to work with different nail types and to create your desired finish.  

SMOOTHING BASE: Specially formulated to work as a ridge file, strengthener and primer for natural nails, côte's smoothing base produces a soft, matte finish which acts as a great base for polish adhesion. expect long-

lasting wear and protection against chipping and tip wear as well. 

RESURFACE & REPAIR BASE: Ditch the harmful gels and come back to beautiful natural nails! infused with lavender extract, ginseng root extract and calcium fluoride, resurface & repair base coat helps soothe nails 

damaged by gel or acrylic product removal. 

GROWTH WITH GARLIC BASE: Growth with garlic relies on odorless garlic extract to provide the natural road to longer, stronger nails while helping to remove yellowing that other polishes may leave behind. 

STRENGTHENING BASE & TOP: Contains calcium pantothenate (vitamin B5) and coffee extract to help strengthen natural nails. beneficial for weak, then, splitting or peeling nails, this formula also provides great shine 

as a top coat. 

PROTECTIVE BASE & TOP: Provides a base for even color application and long lasting wear while protecting the nail plate from yellowing, stains and discoloration. as a top coat, it protects against chipping and also has 

a UV absorber which protects from yellowing and fading. it hydrates and seals the nail while creating a long-lasting shine. 

QUICK DRY TOP: In a hurry? Apply this over any polish for ultra-shine and a speedy less-than-three-minutes dry time. côte's quick dry also contains a UV absorber to help prevent nail discoloration.  
MATTE TOP: Instantly double your polish collection! transform shiny nails into a velvety, soft matte finish. specially designed to go on evenly, matte top preserves the gorgeous nail color shade beneath.
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RESURFACE & REPAIR 
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GROWTH WITH GARLIC 
BASE

STREGNTHENING BASE & 
TOP

PROTECTIVE BASE & 
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QUICK DRY 
TOP

MATTE 
TOP



MUST HAVES
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THE LATEST 
must-have products

We are always developing new ways to better serve our clients, from cleaner formulas to new products. 

Takeoff remover 
wild sea rose acetone-free polish remover 

4oz. - $18 MSRP 
4oz - $9 WSP 

4oz - $7.20 PRO 
32oz - $36 PRO

Takeoff Towels - 8 pack 
fresh orange acetone-free remover towels  

$14 MSRP 
$7 WSP

Organic Argan Oil 
100% pure, cold-pressed, organic argan oil 

$28 MSRP 
$14 WSP 

$11.20 PRO

Candle 
Signature Scent 

$42 MSRP 
$21 WSP
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SETS 
travelers & more

Sets can be packaged as desired and filled with items of your choosing.

3 Box Gift Set Traveler Set

Strengthening Base + Top TravelerStarter Set Luxury 9 polish gift box

Kid’s Twinkle Toes Set Traveler Sets

Duo Sets
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CONTACT 
sales and partnerships

Featured in REAL SIMPLE

JAMIE G FELDSHUH 

VP of BUSINESS & RETAIL  

STORES & SALONS 

CONTACT: 

jamie@coteshop.co 

 

MARIBEL LOPEZ 

VP of BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & SALES 

HOTELS & SPAS 

CONTACT 

maribel@coteshop.co

“côte is a luxurious, chic, & innovative 
lifestyle brand and producer of it’s own 
blend of polishes and nail treatments”

ORGANIC ARGAN OIL + TRAVELERS
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